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KHANDBAHALE.COM is a multilingual dictionary translation offered in asami অসমীয়া, Bengali বাংলা, Bodo बड़ो, Dogri डोगरी, English, Gujiratti ગજુરાતી, Hindi िह दी, Konkani क कणी, Kannada ಕನಡ, Cashmiri कॉशुर, Maithili মিথলী, Malia മലയാളം, Manip মৈতেলা , Marathi मराठी, नेपाली, Uriah ଓଡ଼ିଆ, Punjabi ਪੰਜਾਬੀ, Sanskrit सं कृतम्, Santelli, Cindy يڌنس , Tamil த , , Urdu رررا  with an extensive vocabulary of 10+ million words, breaking the language barrier .. Learn more about enforcement managementLogo of the Enforcement DirectorateIn the EDAgency Overview1 In May 1956
(64 years ago) (1956-05-01)Legal Personality Government AgencyJudicial StructureJudicial Practices Government Body JurisdictionSuperbment Of India Financial InstrumentsManage Exchange Act 1999July laundering law, 2002 The structure of its operationsNew Delhi, Indiaminister Responsible Nirmala Citharman, Finance Minister Sanjay Kumar Mishra, IRS, Enforcement DirectorSimanala Dash, IRS, Chief Special Director Private Agency Revenue Division, Office FinanceWebsiteenforcementdirectorate.gov.in Director of Enforcement (ED) is a law enforcement agency
and economic intelligence agency responsible for enforcing economic laws and fighting economic crime. He's part of the Revenue Department, the Ministry of Finance, the Indian government. It consists of officers from the Indian Income Service, the Indian Corporate Lawyers Service, the Indian Police Service and the Indian Administrative Service, as well as promoted officers from its own cadre. The department's total force is less than 2,000 officers, of whom about 70 percent of the officials came from a deputy from other organizations, while ED also has its own cadar.
Assistant Enforcement Officer recruits to Eddie Kader, these officers are the only departmental staff to serve the ED. This Director's origin goes back to May 1, 1956, when an enforcement unit was established, in the Department of Economic Affairs, to deal with violations of exchange control laws under the CET Regulation Act, 1947. In 1957, this unit was renamed the Enforcement Administration. Sanjay Kumar Mishra, former chief commissioner of income tax, was appointed head of the ED with the rank of Prime Minister of India. [4] The main purpose of the Enforcement
Administration is the enforcement of two key acts[5] of the Indian government so, the Volley Management Act 1999 (FEMA) and the Anti-Money Laundering Act 2002 (PMLA) the official website of ED (Enforcement Administration) mobilizes its other objectives primarily linked to a money laundering test in India. In fact, this is an investigation agency so providing the full details about the public It's against goi's rules. [Editing] External Links The organization established the Enforcement Administration, with its headquarters in New Delhi, led by the Enforcement Administration.
There are five regional offices in Mumbai, Chennai, Chandigarh, Kolkata and Delhi led by special enforcement managers. Zonal offices of management are Ahmedabad, Bangalore, Chandigarh, Chennai, Kochi, Delhi, Panaji, Guwahati, Hyderabad, Jaipur, Jallandhar, Kolkata, Lucknow, Mumbai, Patna and Srinagar. They're headed by a joint manager. The management of sub-regional offices in Bhubaneshwar, Kozikoda, Indore, Madurai, Nagpur, Allahabad, Raipur, Dardon, Ranchi, Surat, Shimla, Vischapatnam and Jamo[6] headed by deputy director. Special courts for
trial of an offense punishable by Section 4 of PMLA, the central government (in consultation with the Chief Justice), define one or more courts as a special iron. The court is also called PMLA Court. Any appeal against any order approved by the PMLA court can be filed directly in Bagetz for this jurisdiction. [7] See also Central Bureau of Investigation, Organized Counter Crime which are international, multistate or multi-agency Revenue Intelligence Administration, Anti-Smuggling Financial Intelligence Unit, Anti-Money Laundering And National Investigation agency, NIA
Counter-Terrorism Most Wanted Drug Control Bureau, Anti-Trafficking Drug List of Indian Intelligence Agencies References ^ Official Website. In 2006, after receiving the Nobel Peace Prize, he was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize. Ministry of Revenue, Ministry of Finance, Government of India. April 7, 2018, April 7, 2018. In 2006, after receiving the Nobel Peace Prize, he was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize. Enforcement Administration. In 2006, after receiving the mandate to assemble the government, he resigned as the company's CEO. October 27, 2018.
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יתועמשמ טועימ  לש  הפשה  איה   Marathi ( תילגנא : / məˈrɑːti /;; 7] मराठी, Marāhī, Marathi: [məˈɾaʈhi] ( ודוה הרטשאראהמ , לש  יתאראמ  ןוילימ  ידי כ 83  לע  רקיעב  תרבודמה  הירא  - ודוה הפש  איה  בישקהל )) . It is the official language and official language shared in the Maharashtra and Goa countries of the West Indies, respectively, and is one of India's 22 planned languages. With 83 million speakers in 2011, Marathi ranks 10th on the list of the world's most talked about languages. Marathi has the third largest number of indigenous speakers in India, after Hindi and Bengali. [8] The language
has some of the oldest literature of all modern Indian languages, dating from around 600. Collie, Agri and Konkney rectangle were heavily influenced by Marathi varieties. My mirror differentiates between inclusive and exclusive forms of us and has a third gender system that includes castration in addition to masculinity and femininity. In her ponology, it contrasts with epico-aloe veal with aloe veal and alvarer affinities with retroflex times ([l] and [ɭ] (marathi letters ल and ळ respectively). Goa, Chhatisgarh and Karnataka (Balgaum, Bidar, Gulbarga and Utra Kanada),
Telangana, Daman and Diu Vedera and Nagar Hebli Union Territories. [Editing] External links from former Aratha dominated the cities of Baroda, Indore, Gwalior, Jalpur and Tanjura, and for centuries there were large Marathi-speaking populations. [Editing] External links from Erati is also heard by Migrants from the Maharestrians to other parts of India and overseas. [12] For example, the people from West India, who emigrated to Mauritius in the early 19th century, also speak Marathi. According to the 2011 census, India had 83 million native Marathi speakers in India in
2011, making it the third most talked about native language after Hindi and Bengali. Native Marathi speakers make up 6.86% of India's population. Native Marathi speakers made up 70.34% of the population in Harashtra, 10.89% in Goa, 7.01% in Dedra and Nagar Hawley, 4.53% in Daman and Ink, 3.38% in Karnataka, 1.7% in Mada pradesh and 1.52% in Gujarat. [8] Marathi status is the official language of Maharashtra and a common official language in the Union Of Daman and Indio[4] and Abarah and Nagar Howley. In Goa, Konkni is the only official language;
However, Marathi may also be used for certain official purposes in some cases. Marathi is included among the essential languages part of the eighth blues of India's constitution, giving it the status of a timed language. [15] The Government of Meharashtra applied to the Ministry of Culture to grant status to the classical language of Marti. Rajia Marati vikas Sansta is the chief regulator of Marathi contemporary grammatical rules outlined by Maharashtra Sahitia Frishad and approved by the Maharashtra government are supposed to take precedence over the standard-written
mirrors. Traditions of Marathi linguistics and Hanel rules give special status to Tetsmouth, sanskrit-adapted words. This special status expects the rules for tatsamas to be followed as sanskrit. This practice provides Marathi with a large corpus of Sanskrit words to cope with the demands of new technical words if necessary. In addition to all the universities in Harashtra, Maharaja Sayjiao Bawada University in Waddara,[18] University of Osmania in Hyderabad,[19] Karnataka University in Dharwad,[20] At Golbarga University in Calaburgi,[21] Devi Ahilia University in
Andor[22] and Goa University in Goa[23] have special departments for higher studies in Linguistics. Juarl Nehru University (New Delhi) has announced plans to establish a special department for Marathi. [24] Marathi Day is celebrated on February 27, the birthday of the poet Kosumaraj (Vishno and Man Shirwoodkar). [25] History See also: Indian languages Marathi literature, including Marathi, belonging to the Indian-Lion language family are derived from early forms of Percrit. Marathi is one of several languages staying even longer than the Maharashtri Perkrit. Further
change has led to Apabhraṃśa languages like ancient Marathi, however, it is challenged by Bloch (1970), which states that Apabhraṃśa was created after Marathi has been separated from the Middle Indian Dialect. [26] 981 to D. The Marathi dedication at the foot of the Bahubali statue at jane temple in Shravanabelagola is one of the earliest known Marathi dedications found. It's derived from jane-percrit. Maharashtri's earliest example as a separate language dates back to the third Mahara BC: a stone inscription found in a cave in Nangahat, Junar in Pune province,
written in Maharshtri using a script by Brahmi. A committee appointed by the Maharashtra state government to obtain the classic status for Marathi argued that Marathi existed at least 2300 years ago alongside Sanskrit as a sister language. My mirror, a derivative of Mharashtri, probably indicates for the first time the dedication of copper plate 739 to the sahan found in Statra. Several inscriptions from the second half of the 11th century include Marathi, which are usually attached to Sanskrit or Kannada in the same Marathi's earliest addresses alone are those issued during
the Shilara Law period, including the dedication of an AD stone in 1012 AD from The Akshi taluka of Rygad Province, and the dedication of copper plate 1060 or 1086 CE from Dive documenting a land grant (Agrahara) to Brahmin. [29] A 2-year-old address on line 1118 sehn at Shravanabelagola documents a grant from the Waslas. These inscriptions indicate that marathi was a standard written language in the 12th century. However, there is no record of any literature produced in Marthi until the end of the 13th century. [30] After 1187 CE, the use of marathi increased
significantly in the inscriptions of the Kings of Tuna (Yadva), who had previously used Canada and Sanskrit in their addresses. In the last half-century of the dynasty's reign (14th century), Marathi became the dominant language of epigraphy in the last half-century of dynasty rule, and was the result of attempts by Yadva to connect with their mirrored subjects and distinguish themselves from the Canada-speaking thyslas. [28] [31] Further growth and use of language were due to two religious sects – the Mahanovava and Vaerkari Pantanes – who adopted Marathi as a
psyrinth to preach their doctrine of devotion. Marathi was used in court life during the Songa Kings. During the reign of the last three tuna kings, much literature was created in verses and prose, on astrology, medicine, foranas, vedonta, kings and scouts. Shrifati's Nalofakian, Rokmini Sviambar and Giotisratnamale (1039) are some examples. The oldest prose-shaped book in Marathi, Vivēkasindhu (िववेक सधु), was written by Mukundaraja, Yogi Nath and arch poet of Marathi. Mokondaraja bases the pleas of the basic principles of Hindu philosophy and yoga marga on the
manifestations or teachings of Szczurya. Mokondaraja's second work, Parramatta, is considered the first systematic attempt to explain The Vedanet in marathi, notable examples of Marathi prose are Līḷācarītra (लीळाचरी ), events and anecdotes from Chakardhar Swami's miracle-filled life from the Mahanova gathered by his close student, From Her Gaze, in 1238. The Līḷācarītra is considered to be the first biography written in the Marathi language. Himimbatta's other important literary work is Shari Govindfrabuchitra or Rodipurchritra, a biography of Sherry Chakardhar
Swami's guru, Shari Govind Praboo. It was probably written in 1288. The Mahanova sect has turned Marati into a tool for spreading religion and culture. Mehnova's literature usually includes works depicting the reincarnations of the gods, the history of the sect, interpretations of the Bhagad Gita, poetic works depicting Krishna's life stories and grammatical and etymological works that are considered handy to explain the cult philosophy. The Period of the Medieval sultanate and the Dakani Warakari St. Denishwar (1275-1296) wrote a treatic treatse on Bhagwat Gita Called
Daninshwari and Apritnovaba. Mukund Raj was a poet who lived in the 13th century and is supposed to be the first poet to compose in Marathi. [32] It is known for vibeka-siddhi and parmarita which are metaphysical, panthistic works related to Orthodox ludnaism. The holy poet Aknath, What (1528-1599) is known for composing the Eknāthī Bhāgavat, a commentary on Bhagwat Purana and the devotional poems called Bharod. [33] Mukteshwar translated the Mhabaharata into Marathi; Tokram (1608-1649) turned Marathi into a rich literary language. His poetry contained
his inspiration. Tokram wrote over 3,000 songs or songs from devotion. [34] Marathi was widely used during the Sultanate. Although the rulers were Muslim, the local feudal landlords and income pickers were Hindus and so were the majority of the population. To simplify management and revenue collection, the Sultans promoted the use of marathi in official documents. However, the Marathi language from the era is heavily Persian in its vocabulary. Persian influence continues to this day with many Persian words used in speech every day such as bāg (garden), kārkhānā
(factory), dawn (city), bāzār (market), dukan (shop), hush (smart), kāḡaḏ (paper), Khurchi (chair), Jamain (land), Jirath (advertisement) and Hazar (alef)[36] Marati also became a language of government during the Sultanate of Ahmadanger. Edilshahi Mitfur also used Marathi for management and documentation. The Maratha Maratha empire gained prominence with the rise of the Maratha empire beginning with the rule of Shivaji (1630-1680). Under him, the language used in administrative documents became less Farsi. While in 1630, 80% of the vocabulary was Persian,
it fell to 37% by 1677[39] Samarath Ramdes was a contemporary of Che.Shivaji Maharaj. He supported the unity of the Marathas to spread Maharashtra Dharma. Unlike The Saints of Arcari, his writing has a strong militant expression. The rulers of Maratha extended the empire north to Atuk, east of Udisha, and be enjoyed thanjabar in Tamil Nadu. These Marathi tours helped spread Marathi across wider geographical areas. This period also saw the use of marathi in transactions involving land and other businesses. Documents from this period, then, give a better picture
of the lives of simple people. There are many In The Kahis written in a marathi and moody script from this era. But in the late 18th century, the influence of the Marta empire on much of the country was declining. A Marathi inscription inside the Temple Complex in Rihadyswara, Thanjavur in the 18th century during the rule of Peshawa, produced some well-known works such as Thythardapika by Man Pandit, Naladmayanti Swayambara by Rajunt Pandit, Panda Pratap, Harrivijai, Rambijai by Shridhar Pandit and Mahabarata by Morupanta. Krishnaharanba and Reidhar were
poets during the Fahwa period New literary forms successfully experimented during the period and classical styles were rejuvenated, especially mahakavya and Prabandha shapes. The most important biography of the saints of Vaerkari Buckty was written by Mehipati in the 18th century. [40] [34] Other well-known literary scholars of the 17th century were Mukteshwar and Sheridar. Mukteshwar was Aknath's grandson and is the most respected poet in Med Obi. It is best known for translating the Mahabharata and Ramayana in Marathi, but only part of Mahabharata's
translation is available and every Ramayana translation is lost. Sharidhar Kulkarni came from the Pandorpur region, and his works have somewhat installed on the Epics of Sanskrit. This period also saw the development of Fawada (a ballad sings in honor of the warriors) and Lavani (romantic songs presented with dance and instruments like a table). The great poet composers of Fawada and Bahni of the 17th and 18th century were Anunt Pandey, Ram Joshi and Hongji Bala. The British colonial era from the early 19th century saw the standardization of Marathi grammar
through the efforts of Christian missionary William Carey. Carrie's dictionary had fewer entries and marathi words were in Devanagari. Translations of the Bible were the first books printed in Marathi. These translations by William Carey, the American Marathi Mission and the Scottish Missionaries led to the development of a unique Marathi called Missionary Marathi in the early 1800s. [42] The most comprehensive Marathi-English dictionary was compiled by Captain James Thomas Molesworth and Major Thomas Kennedy in 1831. The book is still being printed nearly two
hundred years after it was published. The colonial authorities also worked on the standardization of Marathi under the leadership of James Thomas Molesworth and Kennedy. They used the Brahmins of Pune for this mission and adopted the Sanskrit-dominated dialect spoken by the city's elite as marathi's standard dialect. [44] [45] [46] The first Marathi translation of the New Testament was published in 1811 by the Press of William Carey's Serampur. Marathi's first newspaper, Dorfan, was started by Belshtri Jumbakar in 1832. [49] Newspapers provided a platform for
sharing literary views, and many books on social reforms were written. Marati's first time, Dirgadharshan, began in 1840. The Marathi language flourished, with the Marathi drama gaining popularity. Musicals known as Sangeet Natek have also evolved. [50] Kassouasut, the father of Marathi's modern poetry, published his first poem in 1885. At the end of the 19th century, Maharashtra saw the rise of the Maisai Vishnoşestri Cipolenker with his periodist, Nibandhmala, who criticized social reformers such as Pula and Gopal Hari Deshmuch. He also founded the popular
Marathi period reporter of that era named Kasari in 1881. [51] Later under the editor of Lukmania Tilak, the newspaper Essential in spreading Tilk's nationalistic and social views. [52] [53] Tilak also opposed inter-digit marriage, especially the game in which an upper-class woman married a lower caste man. [54] Paula and Desmock also set up their own newspapers, Danbendhu and Prabhakar, which criticized today's dominant Hindu culture. In the 19th and early 20th century, several books on Marathi grammar were published. The most prominent grammars of this period
were Tredakkar, A.K.K.R., Moreau Keshev And Ramel Ver. Joshi[56] The first half of the 20th century was marked by new enthusiasm for literary pursuits, and socio-political activism helped achieve significant milestones in Marathi's literature, drama, music and film. Modern Marathi prose flourished: for example, the biographical writings of N.C Klkar, the novels of Harry Narayan Efta, Narian Sitaram Padka and W. S. Khadkar, the nationalist literature of Vinayak Damodar Sabarkar and the plays of Mama Varkar and Kirluskar. Marathi Since Indian independence The
popular Marathi newspapers at newsstands in Mumbai, 2006 after Indian independence, Marathi has been granted planned language status at the national level. In 1956, the then state of Bombay rebuilt Orna, which brought most of the marathi and Gujirati speech areas under one state. Another reorganization of bombay state on May 1, 1960, created the Maratian-speaking State of The Marathi, respectively. With state and cultural protection, Marathi made great strides until the 1990s. Every year there is a literary event called Ahal Bharataya Maratia Sahitia Semmalan
(The Marathi Literary Meeting in India). In addition, a mirror theater conference is held annually in Haratiya Marati, Natiya Samalan (Marathi Theatre) every year. Both events are very popular with Marathi speakers. Notable works in Marti in the second half of the 20th century include Kandkar's Yayaati, which won the Janfit Prize. Vijay Tendulkar's plays at Maratchi also earned him notoriety beyond Harashtra. P.L. Despanda (commonly known as Paula), Vishno and Man Shirwoodker, P.K. Thaer and Prabodhankar Thackery were also known for their writings in Marathi in
the fields of drama, comedy and social commentary. In 1958, the term Dalit literature was used for the first time, with the first conference of Maharashtra Dalit Sahita Sangha (The Maharashtra Dalit Literary Society) held in Mumbai, a movement inspired by the 19th-century social reformer, Jutiva Pula, and the leader of the polite Dalit, Dr. Bharmo Ambedkar. Baburao Begol (1930-2008) was a pioneer of Dalit writings in Marathi. His first collection of stories, Jevha Mi Jat Chorali (जे हा मी जात चोरली, When I Stole My Caste), published in 1963, sparked a stir in Marathi literature
with an impassioned depiction of a brutal society and thus brought new impetus to Dalit literature in Marathi. [60] [61] Gradually with other writers such as Nemedeo Dhasel (who founded Dalit Panther), these Dalit writings A way to strengthen Dalit movement. [62] Prominent Dalit writers writing in Marathi include Aaron Campbell, Shanti Campbell, Raja Dahla, Nemedev Dhasal, Daya Pawar, Anabhao Sata, Laxman Mane, Laxman Giequad, Shrankumar Limbala, Bao Panchabhai, Link Shantaby Kyle, Narendra Jadhav, Keshav Maram, Ormila Pawar, Vinny Dharwadkar,
Ganadhar Pantwan, Kod Fauda and Junthi Lenwarja. [63] [64] [65] In recent decades, there has been a trend among Marathi-speaking parents from all social classes in key urban areas of sending their children to english middle schools. There is some concern, although without foundation, that this may lead to the marginality of the language. [67] Dialects see also: Marathi-Konkni Standard Marathi languages are based on dialects used by academics and print media. Indy researchers differentiate between 42 dialects of the marathi in question. Dialects bordering other key
language regions have many characteristics in common with these languages, further distinguishing them from marathi spoken standard. The main variation in these routes is mainly lexical and ponological (e.g. placement of emphasis and proofreading). Although the number of dialects is considerable, the degree of pronunciation in these dialects is relatively high. [68] Zedi Bolelli this section does not cite any sources. Please help improve this section by adding citations to trusted sources. You can challenge and remove material that is not sourced. (March 2018) (Learn
how and when to remove this template message) Zadi Bolelli or झाडीबोली is known in Zdipranta (a forest-rich area) in the Far East from Harastra or East Vidaraba or west-central Gaundwana that includes Wandia, Bandara, Chandrapur, Gadiaroli and some parts of Nagpur from the Maharashtra. Zeddie Bolly Sahitya Mandel and many literary figures are working to preserve this important and clear dialect of Marathi. South India Marathi This section does not cite any sources. Please help improve this section by adding citations to trusted sources. You can challenge and
remove material that is not sourced. (March 2018) (Learn how and when to remove this template message) Thanjavur Marathi, Namadeva Shimi Marati, Ari Marathi and Bhavsar Marathi are some of the dialects of Marathi spoken by many descendants of Maharastars who migrated to southern India. These dialects retain the basic shape of marathi from the 17th century and were considerably influenced by the Dravidian languages[70] after migration. These dialects have speakers in different parts of Tamil Nadu, Andhra Pradesh and Karantaka. Varhadi Niv Varhadi
(Varhādi) (व हाडी) or Vaidarbhi (वदैभ ) is the western Vidarbha region of Meharashtra. In Marathi, transverse retroflex about ḷ [ɭ] is common, while in Varhadii dialect, it corresponds to y palatal (IPA: [j]), which makes this dialect quite clear. Such petit shifts are common in the mirror in question, and therefore, Dialects vary from one area of The Harashtra to another. This section does not cite any sources. Please help improve this section by adding citations to trusted sources. You can challenge and remove material that is not sourced. (March 2018) (Learn how and when to
remove this template message) Thanjavur Marathi, speaking in Tanjore, Tamil Nadu Judæo-Marathi, spoken by The Jews of Israel and East India Marathi, spoke by the East Indian Christian group East Indian Ethnic Withno-Religious other Marathi-Konkani languages and spoken tusks from The Araştra include Maharashtrian Konakni, Malvani, Agri, Andh, Warli, Vadvali and Samavedi. Main value ponology: Marathi's phoneme inventory marathi ponology is similar to that of many other Indo-Aryan languages. Below is an IPA chart of all contrasting sounds in Marathi. Acres
[71] Labial Teeth Alveolar Retroflex (Alveolo-)Palatal Velar Glottal Nose Standard m n ɳ (ŋ ɲ) mɦ nɦ ɳɦ Mɦ nɦ ɳɦ Stop Sound p t t͡ s ʈ t͡ ɕ ~ t͡ ʃ k Huff Ph ~ f ʈh t͡ ɕh ~ t͡ ʃh khed b d d͡z ~ ɖ d͡ʑ ~d͡ʒ ɖ d͡ʑ ~ ɖ d͡ʑ in bɦ dɦ d͡zɦ zɦ ɖɦ d͡ʑɦ about d͡ʒɦ ɡɦ d͡ʒɦ ɡɦ ʂ ɕ about ɦ about ʋ ɦ I ɭ Jay mumbled ʋɦ lɦ (jɦ)[72] Flap/Trill Plain ɾ ɺ̢[73] muttered ɾɦ adults who inhaled *tsh, dzɦ lost their agitation, With *tsh merging with /s/and *dzɦ usually materializes as a pericative intificative, [zɦ]. This/ts, dz, zɦ/series is not featured in writing from/t, t dʒ, dʒɦ/. High back center forward movements i u Mid e o
Low a Low have two more movements in Marthi to indicate the pronunciation of English words such as of deed and in total. These are written ॲ ऑ. IPA signs for these are [æ] and [ɒ], respectively. Maharashtri Perkrit, the ancestor of modern Marathi, is a particularly interesting case. Maharashtri was often used for poetry and, therefore, veered from correct Sanskrit grammar mainly to match the language to a metre of different styles of poetry. The new grammar stalled, leading to the unique flexibility of movement lengths – among other anomalies – in marathi. Marathi
retains Sanskrit's original pronunciation of certain letters such as the anus (e.g., saṃhar, compared to Sanhar in Hindi). Furthermore, Marathi maintains certain Sanskrit patterns of proofing, such as purṇa rāma compared to purṇ rām in Hindi. Writing a screenplay Moody was used to write main articles by Marathi: Devanagari, Balbodh, and Moody Script effort to preserve Moody Script under India Post's My Stamp Program. Here, the word 'Marathi' is printed in moody script. Kadamba's screenplay and versions have historically been used to write marathi in the form of
inscriptions on stones and copper plates. The Marathi version of Dwanagri, called Balbod, resembles the Hindu alphabet Debangari, except for the use of certain words. A few words in Marthi preserve the schwa, which has been omitted in other languages that use Devanagari. For example, रगं is pronounced 'ranga' in &amp; 'Harpoon' in other languages using Devanagari, and 'खर'ं (right), despite the anus, is pronounced as 'khara'. The anus in this case is used to prevent schwa deletion in pronunciation; Most other languages that use Devanagari show false deletion in
pronunciation despite schwa's presence in the written ingestion. From the 13th century until the beginning of British rule in the 19th century, my mirror wrote in the Modi script for administrative purposes, but in Devanagari for literature. Since 1950 it has been written in the Balbod style of Dwangeri. Besides Krista Furana's Father Stephen in the Latin script of the 1600s, Marathi was mostly printed in Devanagari because William Carey, a pioneer of printing in Indian languages, was only able to print at Devanagari. He later tried to print at Moody's, but by then, Balbod
Debengarri had been accepted for printing. [75] Dwangeri Marathay is usually written in Belvoda[76][77][78][79] in a version of Dwangarry's script, an abugida consisting of 36 letters Ajnoi and 16 initial letters. It's written left to right. The Devanagari alphabet used to write Marathi is slightly different from Hindi's Devanagari alphabet and other languages: there are some additional letters in the Marathi alphabet, and western punctuation signs are used. As in much of India, traditional duality existed in the use of the script between Devanagari by religiously educated people
(especially Braemins) and Modi for common use among executives, businessmen and others. As observed in 1807, although in Mharata the character of Dwangari is well known for education, but a contemporary figure among the much smaller businessmen varies considerably in shape from the Nagari, although the number and strength of the letters almost fits. [80] Transactions अ आ इ ई उ ऊ ऋ ए ऐ 2018- औ अं अः ॲ ऑ 100 00:00:00,000 -&amp;aṃ aḥ 10,000 ɒ
100000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
000000 [i] [i][u] [u:] [ru] [e] [o] [ơ] [ơ] [ơ] [əɦa] [ɒ] Movement ligatures with क/क का िक क  कु कू के कै को कौ कं कः कॅ कॉ ka kā ki kī/kee ku kū/koo kai ko kau kam kah kæ kɒ Consonants क ख ग ंघ ङ च छ ज झ ञ ट ठ ड ढ ण त थ द ध न प फ ब भ म 20 ल व श ष स ह ळ   12 Tae Ka Ji Ji Ji Leh Nah ḍa ḍha ṇa Tae de de pa fé mouth mouth mouth mouth mouth mouth mouth la se ṣa sa la kṣha it's written left to right. Debengarry used to write marathi slightly different from that of Hindi or other languages. It uses additional transactions and thickies that are not found in other languages that also
use Devanagari. Moody's Alphabet also saw: Moody Alphabet from the 13th century to 1950, Marathi, especially for business use, was written in The Moody Alphabet, a written script designed to minimize the lifting of the pen from paper at the time of writing. [81] Humility clusters in Devanagari in Devanagari, letters humbling by default come with ingrained schwa. Therefore, तयाचे. Not Tiache. To create a 'tyāche', you will need to write it त् + याचे, giving याचे. When two or more consecutive pleasures follow a movement then a judacher (torture cluster) is created. Some
examples of consonant clusters are shown below: याचे – tyāche – his ताव – prastāva – proposal िव ा – vidyā – knowledge यान – myān – Sheath/scabbard वरा – tvarā – immediate/Quick मह व – mahattva – importance फ  – phakta – only बाहु या – bāhulyā – dolls क हेरी – kaṇherī – a shrub known for flowers/ Oleander हाणे – nhāṇe – bathing हणून – mhaṇūna – therefore त हा – taṟhā – different way of behaving को हा – kolhā – fox क हा – keṃvhā – when In writing, Marathi has a few digraphs that are rarely seen in the world's languages, including those denoting the so-called
nasal aspirates (ṇh ( ह), nh ( ह), and mh ( ह)) and liquid aspirates (rh, ṟh, lh ( ह), and vh ह). Some examples are provided above. Reese Raff/Rapper see also: Joins at Zero Width and ViramaThe Reese Raff/Raff/Rapper (रफे/रफार) (र्) exists in Marathi, as well as Nepali. र् is produced in Unicode by Sequenzi [ra Ra] + [virāma ◌्] + [ZWJ] and [rra ऱ]+ [virāma ◌्] + [ZWJ]. In Marathi, when 'torture' is the first torture cluster and occurs at the beginning of a syllable, it is written as an eyelash/rapper riff. [83] Examples तर् हा वा याचा हास ह व सु या दो या minimal pairs[84] using
(simple) Reph/Raphar via Rees Riff/Raphael आचायास (for teacher) आचार् यास (for slaughter) दया (ocean) दर् या (valleys) Braille wrote in February 2008, Swagat Thurat published India's first Braille newspaper, Marathi Spershedanian, a news, politics and current affairs magazine in Port nightly. [85] Grammar Chief: Marathi Marathi Grammar shares similarities with other modern Edo-Arya languages. The first modern book exclusively relating to Marathi Grammar was printed in 1805 by William Carey. Marathi uses eglotinative, tonal and analytical forms. Unlike most other Indo-
Aryan languages, Marathi has three grammatical genders: masculine, feminine and esserous. Marathi's main word order is object-bearing-verb[87] my mirror follows a split-ergative pattern of a verb agreement and case marking: it is ergetic in structures with perfect transient verbs or with a duty (should, must) and it is nominated elsewhere. An unusual feature of Marathi, compared to other Indic-European languages, is that it presents we are general and exclusive, which are also found in Rajastani and Gujirati, and are common to the Austronesian and Dravidian
languages. Other similarities to Drabidian include widespread use of particle structures[86] and also to some extent the use of both object pronouns apəṇ. Many scholars have nodded the existence of deravidian linguistic patterns in the Marathi language. [90] Share linguistic resources with Languages ruled marathi neon at maharashtra police headquarters in Mumbai. Over a period of centuries, the Marathi language and people came into contact with many other languages and phosphobes. The main effect of Perakrit, Mharashtri, Apabhraṃśa Sanskrit is understandable.
Marathi borrows a lot of her Sanskrit vocabulary. [91] Marti also has common directions, vocabulary and grammar with languages such as Indian Darawidian languages,[91] and foreign languages such as Farsi,[36] Arabic, English and romance languages such as French, Spanish, Portuguese and other European languages. [91] The words of Marathi coined by Vynayak Swarak Vinayak Demudar Sabarkar, a well-known Hindutba ideologue, contributed to the Maratian language by new Marathi parallel coins to words from other words, especially in English. [92] Before
these equivalents of Marathi, words from other words were widely used, which was unacceptable to Sabarkar. He claimed that foreign words polluted the Marathi language and also made the original Marathi words with the same old-fashioned meanings. רפסה תיב  וידי : לע  תוירלופופו  ועבטש  םילימהמ  המכ  ןלהל  : शाळा תיימדקא גלוק :'  महािव ालय: להנמ  बो धका: मु या यापक ןוכיתה לש  חקפמ  : आचाय להנמ : ाचाय רוספורפ : ा यापक תחקרמ תיב  : औषधालय ץועיי רדח  : चिक सालय ודרוא הלימ   ) לייו ): िव ध  Fauj, Lashkar ( ודרוא ): सेना, सै य תושתכתה : चकमक הנחמ : शबीर, छावणी תללוצ : पाणबुडी ןופלט :
दरू वनी היזיוולט : दरूदशन ילגעמ : प रप क לקינורכ : इ तवृ חוד  ,अहवाल: तवृ דאבאדניז  : क  जय, जय हो, अमर हो קקוחמה : िवधी मंडळ: संसदपटू דאבאדמחא : कणावती יברעה : प म समु , सधुसागर םורד  ) דאבארדייה ): भा यनगर עונלוק םלוא  : च पटगृह עונלוק : च पट טרס : च ावली, च पि का חוורמ : म यांतर: कलागृह, कलामंिदर םוליצ : च ण םידממ השולש  : ि िमतीपट 00:00:00,000 : 30 שיחרת : ראסת : ןקויד : המלצמה : םוליצ : קורי : ןתח   --&amp;amp;00:00,000 --&amp;amp;00:00,000 :00:00,000 --&amp;amp;00:00,000 --&amp; च ण 10:00:00,000 --&amp; च ण : संगीत िनयोजक: िद दशक : संकलक morphology and aymology This
section does not cite any sources. Please help improve this section by adding citations to trusted sources. You can challenge and remove material that is not sourced. (April 2016) (Learn how and when to remove this template message) The Marathi in question contains a high number of Sanskrit-derived (Tetsma) words. [Edit] External links Such words are e.g. Nanterre (menantara or after), purṇa (purṇa or full, full, or full measure of something), ole (ole or moist), karaṇ (karaṇa or reason), puṣkaḷ (puṣkala or much, Many), satay (satata or always), wichita (vichitra or
weird), soate (swata or itself/herself), prayatna (prayatna or effort, experience), bhīti (from bhīti, or fear) and bhāṇḍa (bhāṇḍa or a tool for cooking or storing food). Other words (Tedbus) have undergone phonological changes from their Sanskrit roots, For example dār (dwāra or door), ghar (gṛha or house), vāgh (vyāghra or leopard), paḷaṇe (palāyate or escape), kiti (kathy or some) have undergone another change. Examples of words borrowed from Indian words and other software include: Aḍakittā a nutcracker loaned directly from Canada Ake Nurse loaned from Tamil
Anna Abba, Brother, the older father was loaned from Tamil Apa brother or father loaned from Kanda Hajri presence from the Aziri Urdu Jāhirāta advertisement derived from Arabic zaahiraat Marjī a Persian-derived wish from Shiphārasa lecturers recommendation derived from Persian sprache a lot of English words are commonly used in conversation and are considered assimilation into the Vocabulary Marathi. These include a pen (native to marathi lekhaṇii) and a shirt (sadaraa). Marathi compounds use many morphological processes to bring words together, forming
compounds. For example, ati + uttam gives the word atyuttam, miith-bhaakar (salt-bread), udyog-patii (businessman), ashhaa-bhujaa (eight hands, name of Hindu ella). Counting like many other languages, Marathi uses clear names for the numbers 1 through 20 and each multiple of 10, and these composites are older than 20. As with other sea languages, there are separate names for fractions 1,4, 1,2, and 3-4. They're Favre, Arda, pauṇa, respectively. For most fractions older than 1, the saaḍe-, paavaṇe, version is used. There are special names for 3,2 (diiḍ), 5,2
(aḍich) and 7,2 (aut). Ten's powers are marked by separate specific words as described under the table. Power number number 10 Marathi name[93][94] in Devanagari 100 Ek, Ekak एक/एकक 101 dahaa, dashak दहा/दशक 102 Shambhar, Shtak शभंर/शतक 103 Hazar (Sahsra, Ayotte) सह /हजार 104 Daha Khazar (Dash-Serra) दशसह /दशहजार 105 Lakasha लाख/ल  106 Dahlach (Dasha-Laksha) दशल  107 Koti (Karoda) कोटी 108 dasha-koti दशकोटी 109 Abja (Arboud, Arab) अ ज 1010 Dasha-Abaja दशअ ज 1011 Vrund वृंद 1012 Kharv (Harb) खव 1013 Nikharv (Nala) िनखव 101 4 Sasha
Stre सश  1015 Mahaapadm (Padma) महाप  1016 Kamal कमळ 1017 Shenko (Seneca) शकूं 1017 Skand कंद 1018 Suvachya सुवा य 1019 jaladhi (Samodra) जलधी 1 1 020 Krutya कृ य 1021 Antya अं य 1022 Aajanm आज म 1023 Madhy म य 1024 Laxmi ल मी 1025 paraardha पराध Positive intego number is called by breaking it down from tens of digits left into parts that each contain two digits The only exception is hundreds of places that contain only one digit instead of two. Each double-digit number after 18 (11 to 18 predefined) is read backwards. For example, 21 is एक-वीस
(1-20). Also, a double-digit number ending at 9 is considered the next 10th place minus one. For example, 29 एकुणतीस/एकोणतीस (एक-उणे-तीस) (thirty minus one). Double-digit numbers used before hazara, etc. are written in the same way. Marathi Computers and the Shrilipee Internet, Shivaji, kothare 2,4,6, Kiran KF-Kiran fonts[95] and many more (about 48) are clip fonts that were used before the introduction of the Unicode standard for Devanagari Script. Clip fonts are in vogue on computers even today since most computers use Keyboards in English. Even today, a large
number of print publications such as books, newspapers and magazines are prepared using these ASCII-based fonts. However, clip fonts cannot be used on the Internet because fonts did not have Unicode compatibility. Earlier, Marathy suffered weak support for computer operating systems and Internet services, as well as other Indic languages. But recently, with the introduction of local language projects and new technologies, various software and web applications have been introduced. Marathi typing software is widely used and display interface packages are now
available on Windows, Linux and macOS. Many Marathi sites, including Marathi newspapers, have become particularly popular with Maharestrians outside India. Online projects such as The Marathi Language Wikipedia, with 36,000+ articles, blog Marathi, and Marathi blogs have gained huge popularity. [96] Marathi Language Day (मराठी िदन/मराठी िदवस (transl. Marathi Dina / Marathi Diwasa) is celebrated on 27 February each year throughout the Indian states of Maharashtra and Goa. [97] [98] Essay competitions and seminars are organized in schools and colleges, and
officials are asked to hold various events. [99] See also the India Konkani Language References Portal ^ b Marathi Modern in Ethnolog (22nd ed., 2019)Old Marathi in Ethnolog (22nd ed., 2019) ^ Campbell, George L. (1999). Succinct languages of the ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ world ([paperback,www.unicode.org reprinted]. London: Rutledge. www.unicode.org^ ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ In 2006, after receiving the Nobel Peace Prize, he was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize. Daman and Ink, which makes Konkni the official
language, but it provides that marathi can also be used for all or every one of them. Martin, Ades (2017). 400, Robert; Hespelmeth, Martin, Ades (2017). Old Marathi. Glulog 3.0. Yina, Germany: Max Planck Institute for the Science of Human History. In 2007, israel's census took place in 2007. Censusindia.gov.in. ^ arts, South Asian. Encyclopedia Britannica. Encyclopedia Britannica 2007 Reference suite. In 2006 Dhoṅgaḍe after receiving the Nobel Peace Prize, he was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize. Wally, Kashi (2009). Marathi. London Oriental library and African.
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